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a b s t r a c t
Key studies led to the idea that transcription factors are composed of deﬁned modular protein motifs or
domains, each with separable, unique function. During evolution, the recombination of these modular
domains could give rise to transcription factors with new properties, as has been shown using
recombinant molecules. This archetypic, modular view of transcription factor organization is based on
the analyses of a few transcription factors such as GAL4, which may represent extreme exemplars rather
than an archetype or the norm. Recent work with a set of Homeotic selector (HOX) proteins has revealed
differential pleiotropy: the observation that highly-conserved HOX protein motifs and domains make
small, additive, tissue speciﬁc contributions to HOX activity. Many of these differentially pleiotropic HOX
motifs may represent plastic sequence elements called short linear motifs (SLiMs). The coupling of
differential pleiotropy with SLiMs, suggests that protein sequence changes in HOX transcription factors
may have had a greater impact on morphological diversity during evolution than previously believed.
Furthermore, differential pleiotropy may be the genetic consequence of an ensemble nature of HOX
transcription factor allostery, where HOX proteins exist as an ensemble of states with the capacity to
integrate an extensive array of developmental information. Given a new structural model for HOX
functional domain organization, the properties of the archetypic TF may require reassessment.
& 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Ontogeny demands reproducible developmental outcomes,
which is achieved by tight control over the temporal and spatial
expression of transcription factors and signaling molecules; yet, in
a seeming paradox, the vast morphological diversity observed in
nature is evidence of the capacity of developmental processes to
accommodate change. Here, we focus on exploring the mechan-
isms that could allow changes in the protein sequences of
transcription factors (TF) to contribute to morphological evolution.
As essential molecules for development, transcription factors have
been studied extensively. Our understanding of TFs comes from
studies of a few mammalian and yeast proteins (Ptashne, 1988;
Green and Chambon, 1987). The characteristics shared between
these proteins were used to build an archetypical TF. This arche-
typical TF is composed of two essential domains: the DNA binding
domain, which directs binding to speciﬁc DNA sites, and the
transcriptional activation domain (TA) or repression domain,
which mediates the effect of the TF on transcriptional activity
(Ptashne, 1988). In addition to these two essential domains there
are domains or motifs that allosterically regulate transcription
factor activity (e.g. GAL80 binding, steroid binding). The yeast
activator, GAL4, has the characteristics of an archetypical TF
(Ptashne, 1988). The DNA binding domain, TA domain and GAL80
binding site are deﬁned as modular in nature, as each domain
represents a functional unit that has an essential, unique and
separable function. The clearest demonstration of this is the fusion
of the LexA DNA binding domain to the GAL4 TA domain to create
a novel molecule that activates transcription from LexA binding
sites (Brent and Ptashne, 1985; Keegan et al., 1986). These domains
have unique functions that are reﬂected in their primary sequence
and structure. Where the surface of the highly structured DNA
binding domain makes particular contacts with DNA (i.e. speciﬁc
amino acid-base pair contacts), TA domains are not structured and
are composed of low complexity amino acid sequences (Ptashne,
1988; Kwon et al., 2013). From an experimentalist's point of view,
the modular organization of a TF has clear advantages. First, the
inactivation of individual domains will show that they are neces-
sary for TF function, and second, separable domains are transfer-
able and sufﬁcient allowing classiﬁcation of TF sub-functions,
which may include DNA-binding, activation, repression, and allos-
teric regulation. All individual domains are both necessary and
sufﬁcient for each separate sub-function of a TF. In a circular
relationship, it is these characteristics of protein domains that
ultimately allow for the drafting of a clear map of functional
organization, metaphorically similar to beads on a string.
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This generally accepted view of TF structure and analysis becomes
problematic when other TFs, including the important family of
HOX TFs, fail to ﬁt these expectations of structure and analysis.
One solution to this problem is to propose that GAL4 is in fact an
extreme exemplar of a TF, and that a more encompassing TF
archetype has yet to be established.
HOX proteins as transcription factors
Bilaterans share a common axis of symmetry along the ante-
rior–posterior axis, which is patterned by the highly conserved
Hox genes (Lewis, 1978; McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1992; Carroll,
1995). Hox genes were ﬁrst identiﬁed in Drosophila melanogaster
and they encode sequence speciﬁc transcription factors that bind
to and regulate a number of target genes required for establishing
cellular fate (Capovilla et al., 1994; Carroll, 1995; Hueber et al.,
2007). Some of the most extensive analyses to dissect protein
functional organization have been performed with HOX proteins
(Gibson et al., 1990; Lin and McGinnis, 1992; Furukubo-Tokunaga
et al., 1993; Zhao et al., 1993, 1996; Chauvet et al., 2000; Tour et al.,
2005; Joshi et al., 2010; Lelli et al., 2011; Percival-Smith et al.,
2013). The culmination of years of analysis has revealed that the
DNA binding Homeodomain (HD) of all HOX proteins is often the
only domain with essential function (i.e. both necessary and
sufﬁcient for DNA-binding). Changes in the HD affect DNA-
binding and HOX function (Laughton and Scott 1984; Berry and
Gehring 2000; D’Elia et al., 2001; Tayyab et al., 2004); however,
even with the HD there are exceptions where it is not required for
all functions. In a ﬁrst exception, the HD of the HOX derived
protein Fushi tarazu (FTZ) is not essential for all activities that FTZ
performs in segmentation (Hyduk and Percival-Smith, 1996;
Argiropoulos et al., 2003; Heffer et al., 2013). In a second excep-
tion, the HD of Eyeless (EY) is not essential during eye morpho-
genesis. Expression of EY proteins lacking a HD was able to rescue
the phenotype of ey2 mutants, demonstrating that the ey HD is not
essential for activation of genes required for eye development
(Punzo et al. 2001).
Outside the HD there are many motifs and domains that have
been well conserved. The YPWM motif is required for binding to
the HOX cofactor Extradenticle (EXD); however, studies have
shown that this motif and EXD are important for some HOX
activities but not all (Ryoo and Mann, 1999; Percival-Smith and
Hayden, 1998; Galant and Carroll, 2002; Joulia et al., 2006). In
addition, the analysis of the requirement of the YPWM motif for
HOX function has proven complex. First, deleting the YPWM motif
of Sex combs reduced (SCR) and the SCR homologue, HOXA5,
results in an inability to induce ectopic Forkhead (FKH) expression
(Zhao et al., 1996; Lelli et al., 2011). However, in the analysis of
interaction of SCR and EXD with DNA has uncovered other
residues outside the YPWM motif as important for the interaction
with DNA, and the Scr3 mutant allele, which is a YPWM change to
YLWM, is a hypomorphic Scr allele with a small effect on salivary
gland development (Joshi et al., 2007; Sivanantharajah and
Percival-Smith, 2009). Second, deletion of the YPWM of UBX
decreased the ability of UBX to suppress Distalless (DLL) expres-
sion but did not completely abolish this activity (Tour et al., 2005);
rather the YPWM motif was proposed to mediate the amount of
cooperativity. In addition, the deletion of the YPWM motif, three
like motifs that bear sequence similarities to the YPWM and the
C-terminus of UBX still did not affect the ability of UBX to suppress
DLL expression (Lelli et al., 2011). Together, these results indicate
that the YPWM is not essential for many HOX functions since it
can be deleted with minimal affects. Another example of the
complexity of the interpretation of the HOX EXD interaction is in
the evolution of FTZ as a segmentation protein. The addition of a
YPWM motif to FTZ was not sufﬁcient alone to result in a strong
larval Hox phenotype, but combined with a deletion of the FTZ-F1
binding site did result in a strong Hox transformation (Lohr and
Pick, 2005). In comparison, Tribolium castaneum (Tc)-FTZ with a
YPWM motif and a FTZ-F1 binding site is able to result in a Hox
transformation. Using the same set of proteins to assay the
requirements for induction of an arista to tarsus transformation
showed that the addition of the YPWM motif to Dm-FTZ was
sufﬁcient to induce tarsus identity, but deletion of the YPWM
motif from Tc-FTZ did not affect induction of a tarsal transforma-
tion and was therefore not necessary in this context. The HOX
function conferred by the YPWM motif in these cases is strongly
context dependent, and therefore, not necessary and sufﬁcient in a
strict general sense across phenotypes assessed. In summary,
genetic analysis of the EXD-YPWM motif interaction has proven
not to be as straightforward as the biochemistry may have
suggested (Joshi et al., 2007).
The other Bilateran conserved region, the octapeptide motif, is
thought to be important for transcriptional activity. A submotif
(SSY) of the octapeptide is found in SCR, ANTP, Deformed (DFD),
Labial (LAB) and UBX in insects and in most murine HOX proteins,
suggesting that this motif may have an important role in HOX
transcriptional regulation. However, the octapeptide motif is not
found in HOX proteins Abdominal-A (ABD-B) and Proboscipedia
(PB), contradicting the general importance of this motif for
transcriptional activation. In experiments that examined the SCR
octapeptide, a decrease in ectopic transcriptional activation of
forkhead (fkh) by SCR was observed (Tour et al., 2005). However, in
other studies the N-terminus, which includes the SSY motif, of SCR
and ANTP were not essential for function suggesting that the
YPWM and HD were the essential elements of SCR and ANTP
function (Papadopoulos et al., 2010, 2011). In summary, despite
years of analysis of HOX protein motifs, the accumulation of
conﬂicting data has hindered the construction of a clear, modular
functional domain map, as seen with GAL4.
HOX proteins and differential pleiotropy
What is observed in the study of HOX protein motifs is
differential pleiotropy. Differential pleiotropy is observed with
UBX, SCR, Antennapedia (ANTP) and Abdominal-A (ABD-A)
(Hittinger et al., 2005; Prince et al., 2008; Sivanantharajah and
Percival-Smith, 2009, 2014; Merabet et al., 2011; Percival-Smith
et al., 2013). Uniform pleiotropy is deﬁned as the same relative
behavior of a set of alleles of a locus on two or more phenotypes or
biological readouts, whereas, differential pleiotropy is a distinct
relative behavior. Differential pleiotropy was ﬁrst described in Ubx
(Hittinger et al., 2005). The QA motif was found to be required for
full UBX repression of limb development in Drosophila when UBX
is ectopically expressed (Galant and Carroll, 2002; Ronshaugen
et al., 2002). Non-insect UBX homologs lack a QA motif and lack
the ability to suppress limb development when ectopically
expressed in Drosophila; however, limb repression can be con-
ferred to these non-insect UBX homologs by fusing the QA motif to
the carboxyl termini (Galant and Carroll, 2002). These ectopic
expression experiments suggested that the QA motif was sufﬁcient
and may be essential for limb repression by UBX; therefore, it was
surprising that a deletion of the QA motif within the endogenous
Ubx locus produced only a subtle phenotype (Hittinger et al.,
2005). Analysis of the UbxΔQA allele revealed a differential require-
ment for the QA motif in the development of various UBX
dependent tissues. This preferential requirement for the QA motif
in a subset of tissues is an example of differential pleiotropy
(Hittinger et al., 2005). Extensive analyses of UBX deletions on
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multiple phenotypes also provided more examples of Ubx differ-
ential pleiotropy (Tour et al., 2005; Lelli et al., 2011).
A second example of differential pleiotropy was demonstrated
for ABD-A, another member of the Bithorax complex (Merabet
et al., 2011). In this ectopic expression study, focus was placed on
three conserved EXD interaction motifs of ABD-A: the YPWM
motif, TD and UA motifs, and the effects of single, combined
double or triple domain mutations on 11 known ABD-A depen-
dent functions were assayed. The three conserved motifs were
found to be differentially required for ABD-A function. For exam-
ple, where the UA motif was found to be important for the
inhibitory effect of ABD-A in truncating lineage size of neuro-
blasts 5–6 in the embryonic central nervous system, the other
two domains were not. Furthermore, in some tissues there
was an additive affect of deleting protein motifs and in other
tissues or contexts deletion of multiple motifs was required to see
an effect, indicating functional redundancy between some motifs.
Differential pleiotropy was observed in another study that exam-
ined four EXD interaction motifs of ABD-A and found them to
be used in an additive and context speciﬁc manner (Lelli et al.,
2011). Though Merabet et al. (2011) examined a large number
of ABD-A dependent functions, this study is limited by its
examination of only three conserved motifs, which were all
chosen for their shared function in interacting with the HOX
co-factor, EXD.
An analysis of several conserved motifs with various functions
was performed with SCR, a highly pleiotropic member of the
Antennapedia complex (ANT-C). In the labial segment, SCR is
required for development of the proboscis, the adult feeding tube,
and the larval salivary glands; additionally, in the prothoracic
segment, SCR is required for establishing the identity of the
prothoracic legs, which are marked by sex combs on the ﬁfth
tarsal segment of males (Lewis et al. 1980b; Struhl 1982; Panzer
et al. 1992; Percival-Smith et al. 1997) The SCR protein is composed
of a number of highly conserved motifs and domains that are
conserved at different taxonomical levels (Fig. 1A; Table 1). Exam-
ining the effects of missense and small deletion mutations in
highly conserved protein motifs in hypomorphic Scr alleles led
to the discovery of multiple differential pleiotropy (Fig. 1B;
Sivanantharajah and Percival-Smith, 2009, 2014). To analyze the
pleiotropy of the Scr alleles, hypomorphic alleles were ranked from
weakest to strongest Scr phenotype in each of the three tissues
examined: the sex comb bristles, the proboscis and larval salivary
glands. If each region of SCR were uniformly required in all tissues,
the same allelic series would be expected for each tissue; however,
this was not observed. There was a differential requirement of the
octapeptide, DYTQL, NEAGS, YPWM and CTD in all three of the
tissues required. For example, deletion of the DYTQL motif and a
point mutation in the NEAGS motif showed a similar phenotype
for the reduction in the number of pseudotrachea; however, the
reduction in the number of sex combs formed was much greater
for the mutation in the NEAGS motif and the reduction of salivary
gland nuclei was much greater for the deletion of the DYTQL motif.
In another study, differential pleiotropy was observed in the
negative regulation of SCR function for ectopic proboscis determi-
nation (Percival-Smith et al., 2013). This study found that a
number of sequences spread across the primary sequence of SCR
made small, additive contributions to suppression of ectopic
proboscis formation. Interestingly, the same sequences that were
required for suppression of ectopic proboscis formation also made
small contributions to proboscis formation (Sivanantharajah and
Percival-Smith, 2009). In addition to SCR, another member of the
ANT-C, ANTP, also demonstrates differential pleiotropy. Examina-
tion of the ANTP YPWM motif found that this motif is required for
the formation of ectopic wing tissue but not the formation of
ectopic leg tissue (Prince et al., 2008).
The ﬁnding of differential pleiotropy for four Drosophila
HOX proteins suggests that HOX functions are dispersed through-
out the protein in small additive functional motifs that are
important, but not essential, for particular functions and may
be partially sufﬁcient but never completely sufﬁcient for a func-
tion. This experimental view is very distinct from the expectation
that TFs are composed of modular units of unique separable
functions.
Re-thinking the structural organization of HOX proteins
If HOX proteins fail to resemble an archetypical transcription
factor, how then are they organized? The HD is the only domain
with essential function and known structure across the HOX
proteins. An assessment of the predicted disorder of the Droso-
phila and Human HOX proteins revealed considerable variation in
the predicted structure of each HOX protein, establishing a
spectrum of structural organization from ordered to disordered
(Merabet and Dard, 2013). For example, Drosophila UBX and ABD-
A are predicted to be mostly ordered, whereas, SCR and ANTP are
predicted to be mostly disordered with small localized areas of
order. Generally, Drosophila HOX proteins have two protein
regions of predicted order: the HD, and an N-terminal region
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Fig. 1. Differential pleiotropy of highly conserved motifs of SCR. (A) Structure of the
SCR protein with highly conserved motifs and domains labeled and taxonomic level
of conservation labeled below. Adapted from Percival-Smith et al. (2013).
(B) Analysis of viable Scr hypomorphic alleles reveals a differential requirement
of ﬁve highly conserved motifs in three SCR dependent phenotypes: number of
nuclei that develop in each salivary gland, number of rows of pseudotrachea that
develop on the proboscis and number of sex comb bristles that develop on the
prothoracic leg. This data is displayed as proportion of wild-type SCR activity for
each phenotype.
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Table 1
Many highly conserved regions of SCR represent potential SLiMs.
Motif Sequence Length
(aa)
Coordinates Conservation Pleiotropy
observed
Convergent evolution Known function
Sequence hit a Putative function
Ordered Octapeptide MSSYQFVNS 9 8–16 Bilateria,
HOX
Yes Transcriptional activation domain (Tour et
al., 2005); role in sex comb bristle (scb),
pseudotrachea, and larval salivary gland
development (Sivanantharajah and
Percival-Smith, 2009)
HD TKRQRTSYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEI
AHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKEH
60 324–383 Bilateria,
HOX
DNA binding domain
Disordered LASCY LASCY 5 17–21 Protostoma Yes SLASCYP CK1 phosphoryaltion site Interaction interface (Sivanantharajah and
Percival-Smith, 2014); negative regulation
(Percival-Smith et al., 2013)
FVNSLA NEK2 phosphorylation
motif with C-terminal
of octapeptide
YTPNL YTPNLYPNTPQAHYANQ 17 82–98 Diptera AYTPNLY Phosphothreonine motif
bound by subset of
forkhead-associated FHA
domains
YPNTPQA MAPK phosphorylation
site
PNLYP MYND docking site
DYTQL MVDYTQLPQRL 12 109–120 Insecta Yes VDYTQL SH2 phosphorylation site
(Sweeney et al., 2005)
Role in scb, pseudotrachea, salivary glands
(Sivanantharajah and Percival-Smith,
2009); negative regulation (Percival-Smith
et al., 2013)
VDYTQLQ PIKK phosphorylation
site
SCKY NSCKYA 6 164-70 Arthropoda,
ANTP
ANISCK NEK2 phosphorylation
site
NDPVT NDPVTPGGSGGGG 13 171–183 Drosophila PVTPGGS, VTPGGS Phospho-dependent
degron binds the FBW7
Fbox proteins of the
Skp1-Cullin-Fbox
complex
PVTPGG Phospho-dependent
motif mediating
docking of CDK
substrates and
regulators to cyclin-
CDK-bound Cks1
DPVTPGGS GSK3 phosphorylation
site
DPVTPGG MAPK phosphorylation
site
NSQSL NNNSQSLA 8 198–205 Drosophila SLASPQD With adjacent PQDL
motif is MAPK and
phosphoryaltion site
SLASPQD With adjacent PDQL is
CK1 phosphoryaltion
site
NNNSQSL PIKK phosphorylation
site
PQDL SPQDLSTR 8 206–213 Arthropoda
Diptera LSTRDIS Phosphothreonine
motif bound by subset
of forkhead-associated
FHA domains with
adjacent DISPK
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DLSTRDIS GSK3 phosphorylation
site with DISPK
DISPK DISPKLSPSSVVESVARSL 18 214–232 Diptera RDISPKLS, SPSSVVES,
VVESVARS
multiple GSK3
phosphorylation sites
RDISPKL, PKLSPSS MAPK phosphorylation
sites
SPSSVVE CK1 and CK2
phosphoryaltion sites
PKLSP MYND docking site
VNVPM VNVPMHSPGGGDSDSES 17 266–282 Diptera SESDS Caspase 3 and 7 cleavage
site with N-terminal
NEAGS
Drosophila GGDSDSE CK2 phosphorylation
site
GGDSDSES GSK3 phosphorylation
site
DSDSESDS GSK3 phosphorylation
site with NEAGS
PMHSPGG MAPK phosphorylation
site
NEAGS DSGNEAGSSQ 10 283–292 Diptera Yes EAGSSQNS GSK3 phosporylation site PEST region (Curtis et al., 2001); role in
scb, pseudotrachea (Sivanantharajah and
Percival-Smith, 2009)
AGSSQNS PIKK phosphorylation
site
Drosophila ESDSGNE CK2 phosphorylation
site with C-terminal of
VNVPM
YPWM PQIYPWMKRVHLGTS 4 to 11 302–316 Bilateria,
HOX
Yes LGTSTVN Phosphothreonine motif
bound by subset of
forkhead-associated FHA
domains with adjacent
NANGE
Co-factor Interaction, role in scb,
pseudotrachea, larval salivary glands
(Sivanantharajah and Percival-Smith,
2009)
Ecdysozoa LGTSTV NEK2 phosphorylation
motif with N-terminal
of NANGE
NANGE TVNANGE 7 317–323 Ecdysozoa KRVHLGTSTVNANGETKRQRT Bipartite variant of classic
basic Nuclear localization
signal with part of
Homeodomain
Negative regulation (Percival-Smith et al.,
2013)
KMAS KMASMN 5 384–389 Bilateria KKEHKMASMNI MAPK docking site with
HD and CTD
CTD IVPYHMGPYGHPYHQFDIHPSQFAHLSA 27 389–417 Insecta Yes IHPSGFA PIKK phosphorylation
site
Role in scb, pseudotrachea
(Sivanantharajah and Percival-Smith,
2009); Negative regulation (Percival-Smith
et al., 2013)
a Identiﬁed using Eukaryotic Linear Motif (ELM) Database unless otherwise noted (Dinkel et al., 2011).
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encompassing the octapeptide; the remainder of the protein is
estimated to be intrinsically disordered. Intrinsic disorder is a
common characteristic of many eukaryotic proteins that have
functions in transcriptional activation and signaling (reviewed by
Wright and Dyson (1999) Dyson and Wright (2005) and Ward
et al. (2004)). In fact, one study examined various deletions of UBX
and identiﬁed multiple conserved, intrinsically disordered regions
outside of the HD that affected DNA binding by the HD (Liu et al.,
2008). Regions of intrinsic disorder can harbor a variety of effector
binding sites called short linear sequence motifs (SLiMs), which
are small motifs of 3–10 amino acids (reviewed by Neduva and
Russell (2005, 2006) and Van Roey et al. (2014)). SLiMs have
widespread functions in the cell that include operating as sites
that mediate protein–protein interactions, that are post-
translationally modiﬁed and that are signals for cellular localiza-
tion (Neduva et al., 2005). The level of conservation of SLiMs can
vary. Given their small size, SLiMs can appear and disappear with
small sequence changes, and often these motifs can be the result
of convergent evolution in proteins with common function. SLiMs
have the ﬂexibility to change rapidly, because there is less
selection pressure on these motifs than on domains that must
fold correctly. Lastly, they are powerful modiﬁers of protein
function, because even neutral coding sequences can become
functional with small changes.
To elaborate on the role of SLiMs on function, we closely
examined the structure of the HOX protein, SCR. The predicted
structure of SCR reveals it to be largely disordered, suggesting that
SCR function is controlled by interactions with target molecules
that induce conformational changes (Wright and Dyson, 1999;
Merabet and Dard, 2013). The longest conserved region with
predicted disorder is the CTD, and this region presents a potential
intrinsically disordered domain (IDD). The majority of SCR is
comprised of a large number of short, conserved motifs located
in disordered regions that represent potential SLiMs: the YTPNL,
DYTQL, SCKY, NDPVT, PQDL, DISPK, VNVPM, NEAGS and YWPM
and NANGE and KMAS motifs (Table 1). The function of the YPWM
motif has been studied in much detail in mediating interactions
with HOX cofactors such as EXD and Bric-a-Brac Interaction
Protein 2 (BIP2) (Joshi et al., 2007; Prince et al., 2008; Lelli et al.,
2011). While others have explored the idea that the HOX YPWM
motif is a SLiM, given the conservation of the YPWM as an
ancestral HOX motif and the observation that its function is highly
pleiotropic in the developing organism, we believe it may not be a
SLiM (Lynch and Wagner 2008; Wagner and Lynch 2008;
Sivanantharajah and Percival-Smith, 2009; Merabet and Hudry,
2011; Heffer et al. 2011). However, HOX proteins such as ABD-A
have other EXD binding sites that resemble the YPWM motif and
meet the criteria for SLiMs (Merabet et al., 2011; Lelli et al., 2011).
For example, the TDWM of ABD-A is present in only insect ABD-A
homologs and may have recently appeared as the result of small
sequence changes in a disordered region to help mediate a shared
function with the YPWM. The functions of the other motifs of SCR
are less well understood. The DYTQL motif was found to mediate
suppression of induction of ectopic proboscis identity and in
contradiction, also required for the determination of proboscis
identity (Percival-Smith et al., 2013). The DYTQL motif ﬁts the
consensus binding site for a number of Src homology 2 (SH2)
domain containing tyrosine phosphatases, showing greatest simi-
larity to the PTPN11 binding site (Sweeney et al., 2005). PTPN11 is
the mammalian homologue of the Drosophila tyrosine phospha-
tase, Corkscrew (Csw), which is an integral signaling molecule
required downstream of several Drosophila receptor tyrosine
kinases (Perkins et al., 1996). Therefore, one speculative explana-
tion for the contradictory importance of the DYTQL motif in both
suppression of ectopic proboscis formation and formation of the
proboscis could be phosphorylation. One can hypothesize that
when the DYTQL motif is phosphorylated it may suppress pro-
boscis formation and when dephosphorylated it may be required
for proboscis identity. This idea of course requires experimental
validation.
The plasticity of SLiMs suggests they may be the product of recent
evolutionary events; in this light, the role of Dipteran-speciﬁc motifs
of SCR may have been overlooked. Initially, in our analysis of the
hypomorphic alleles, Scr5 and Scr8, these alleles were classiﬁed as
missense changes in a non-conserved region of SCR; however,
reexamination of this region shows that the sequence DSGNEAGSSQ
(NEAGSmotif) is conserved to varying degrees between Dipteran SCR
homologs (Table 1; Sivanantharajah and Percival-Smith, 2009). The
recent appearance of this motif in SCR and short size of this sequence
suggests that this region may be a SLiM. The ability of a single change
in this motif (A288T) to dramatically decrease sex comb bristle
number from 6.3 to 0, suggests that this motif is important for sex
comb development. Given that sex comb bristles are a recently
evolved sexually dimorphic trait, it is possible that recently acquired
sequences, such as Dipteran-speciﬁc motifs, played some role in the
appearance of sex comb bristles in D. melanogaster and a small group
of closely related species. The other Dipteran speciﬁc motif, DISPK,
has several putative GSK3 and MAPK phosphorylation sites and the
Serine is phosphorylated, suggesting that this motif has a role that is
regulated by phosphorylation (Zhai et al., 2008). In another example,
the evolutionary changes in phosphorylation sites are suggested to
change the activity of CCAAT/enhancer binding protein-β (CEBPB) to
particular signaling pathways (Lynch et al., 2011). Many of the
conserved motifs of SCR ﬁt the criteria of a SLiM and have predicted
functions in mediating protein interactions, protein targeting in the
cell or are sites for post-translational modiﬁcations (Table 1). The
ability of SLiMs to integrate a number of different signals in the cell
provides a mechanism for complex control of protein function.
Ensemble allostery model of HOX function
Intrinsically disordered regions of proteins have been found to
play a signiﬁcant role in facilitating allostery, since local unfolding
or general disorder can cooperatively couple domains or motifs to
one another (Hilser and Thompson, 2007; reviewed by Motlagh
et al. (2014)). Disordered proteins possess many characteristics that
make them suitable allosteric proteins: their structural plasticity
results in high speciﬁcity and low afﬁnity binding which allows for
transient interactions with speciﬁc molecules, and they are enriched
for post-translational modiﬁcations. In the allosteric ensemble
model, proteins are viewed as an ensemble of states, meaning that
a particular protein exists as multiple inter-converting conforma-
tions (Motlagh et al., 2014). The number of conformations in an
ensemble can vary from a few discrete forms to a continuum of
conformations, all of which could affect biological activity in
different ways. Apart from the stochastic nature of molecular
interactions, the activity of an allosteric protein is dependent upon
the state of the starting equilibrium of the ensemble before a
biological event that modiﬁes an effector site(s), such as post-
translational modiﬁcation, ligand binding, or protein interaction
(Motlagh et al., 2014). Given this property, the starting state of an
ensemble can cause binding of the same effector molecule to elicit a
positive or negative response. The allosteric ensemble model pre-
sents an interesting solution to explain the differential pleiotropy
observed with altered HOX proteins. We propose that the HOX
proteins are examples of ensemble allosteric proteins having (i) at
least two functional sites: transcriptional activation/repression
domain(s) (the octapeptide) and a DNA binding domain (the HD),
and (ii) effector binding sites (i.e. binding sites for proteins that
post-translationally modify proteins, sites for mediating interactions
with other proteins and sites for binding ligands).
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First, differential pleiotropy suggests that protein sequences
make additive contributions to protein activity. Since many of
these sequences are dispersed throughout the protein, the infor-
mation required for a particular protein function is spread out
across a protein. These islands of sequence must then merge in
some manner to carry out a particular protein function. Whether
this occurs at a structural level or functional level, or both, remains
to be investigated. It is possible that the additivity observed with
differential pleiotropy is in part the result of proteins motifs
forming a “sector” or contiguous structure at the 3D level. Halabi
et al. (2009) found that highly conserved regions of S1A serine
proteases, which were dispersed throughout the primary
sequence of the protein, came together in the 3D structure with
a shared function. The amino acids comprising a sector were also
found to have co-evolved. Whether the additive nature of HOX
protein elements is the result of the formation of sectors remains
to be investigated. At a functional level, another explanation for
additivity may be the coupling of effector binding sites both to
each other and to functional sites in the protein. Given the non-
essentiality of individual HOX motifs and the cumulative require-
ment of multiple motifs for function, more than one motif may be
coupled to another to determine ﬁnal HOX output in a speciﬁc
context. If each motif represents a motif that alone makes a small
contribution to a particular function, then additivity may be the
result of cooperativity between motifs that can switch between
positive to negative coupling. Ultimately, the effect of coupling is
the result of the stability of conformational states, which is
dependent upon whether each motif is active or inactive in the
equilibrium and on the interaction energies between two or
multiple motifs (Motlagh et al., 2014).
Second, differential pleiotropy means that protein sequences
have tissue speciﬁc or context dependent effects. Context depen-
dent activity is found for ANTP, which has distinct activities that
are dependent on the presence of different co-factors. Prince et al.
(2008) show that in addition to EXD the ANTP YPWM motif
mediates interactions with another co-factor BIP2. BIP2 expression
has inhibitory affect on ectopic leg transformation, whereas, EXD
expression has an inhibitory affect on both ectopic leg and wing
transformation. This tissue speciﬁc inhibitory effect suggests that
the YPWM shows preference for co-factor binding in different
tissues. It is possible that co-factor interaction motifs may in fact
be general interaction interfaces that make contacts with different
proteins in different cellular or segmental compartments. One
explanation for the context dependent activity observed for HOX
proteins is the composition of an ensemble state. The conforma-
tional composition of the ensemble could be affected by a number
of factors, which include: the tissue speciﬁc expression of ligands,
cofactors (e.g. EXD and BIP2), proteins for post-translational
modiﬁcation (e.g. kinases and proteases), the physiological
response of cells to the environment (e.g. temperature or oxidative
stress), and mechanisms that can produce variable protein pro-
ducts such as alternative splicing, multiple transcriptional start
sites and protein cleavage (Motlagh et al., 2014). Another explana-
tion for context dependent activity is the starting state of an
ensemble, which can cause binding of the same effector molecule
to elicit a positive or negative response. It is possible that HOX
proteins have the potential to function as either repressors or
activators in different cellular contexts. This has been shown to be
the case for the TF, CEBPB, which when phosphorylated switches
its activity from repression to activation (Lynch et al., 2011).
Potentially one of the best sets of data that can be interpreted in
support of the ensemble nature of HOX allostery are the protein
sequence alterations required to alter the DFD protein to assume SCR
speciﬁcity (Joshi et al., 2010). Where DFD represses the fkh250
enhancer, SCR activates the fkh250 enhancer. However, exchanging
the DFD speciﬁcity motif with the SCR speciﬁcity motif is not
sufﬁcient to activate the fkh250 enhancer. Deletion of two DFD
speciﬁc motifs still resulted in repression of the fkh250 enhancer;
only when both of these deletions were combined with the SCR
speciﬁcity motif was DFD able to activate the fkh250 enhancer.
Although a change in speciﬁcity at the fkh250 enhancer was
observed, when other phenotypes were examined, it was found that
the three altered DFD proteins had a mixed DFD and SCR speciﬁcity.
This presents another example of differential pleiotropy and is a
potential reﬂection of the ensemble nature of HOX allostery. Indeed
this paper discusses the results in reference to the DNA-binding site
induced allostery observed in the glucocorticoid receptor on binding
different DNA binding sites (Meijsing et al., 2009).
Mechanisms that facilitate morphological evolution at the level
of protein sequence
An important goal of the ﬁeld of Evolution and Development
has been to understand how the evolution of Hox regulation of
Fig. 2. Mechanisms that reduce the pleiotropy of mutations. A. Reducing the
pleiotropy of changes in regulatory and splice sites. (i) Modularity of cis-regulatory
elements means that a mutation in one cis-regulatory element affects expression
only in a particular tissue without affecting other functions. The use of alternative
promoters (ii) and alternative splicing of transcripts (iii) means mutations in
promoters or splice sites, respectively, will affect gene expression in only a subset
of tissues. Section adapted from Carroll (2005). B. Reducing the pleiotropy of coding
sequence changes. (iv) Differential pleiotropy is the differential requirement of
functional domains for protein function, meaning that a mutation in one domain
will only affect function in a subset of tissues. Signs (þ/-) designate relative
importance of a domain to a particular phenotype. Here, mutation in domain c
would have small effect on phenotype 1. (v) Functional redundancy between two
different domains in two related proteins means that the loss of function of one
domain by mutation in the ﬁrst protein can be compensated for by the presence of
another domain in the second protein. (vi) Functional redundancy between two
different motifs within the same protein can compensate for mutation in one
domain or the other. (vii) Production of a number of different protein isoforms
means that mutation in one domain may affect function in only a subset of tissues.
(viii) Truncation of a protein through posttranslational cleavage can remove a
region of a protein encoding a mutation. Hypothetical conserved motifs are labeled
a–d. Asterisks denote sites of mutation (n).
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development has contributed to the morphological variation
observed in Bilateria (Carroll et al., 2005; Lynch and Wagner 2008;
Pick and Heffer 2012). Changes in Hox function over evolutionary
time have been largely attributed to cis-regulatory motifs, that alter
Hox gene expression or expression of HOX target genes. The ability of
mutations in cis-regulatory motifs to generate large developmental
changes is the consequence of their autonomous nature. Mutations
in one element affect only a subset of normal gene functions and
have no bearing on other regulatory elements that control expression
of the same gene in other tissues (Fig. 2A). In contrast, the molecular
divergence of protein sequences is thought to be insufﬁcient to
account for the morphological diversity observed between Bilaterans
(King and Wilson, 1975; Carroll, 2005). In part, this is due to the
constraints placed on coding sequence changes by the pleiotropy of
essential regulatory proteins. Since mutations in one functional motif
or domain of a highly pleiotropic proteinwould affect a large number
of protein functions, such changes are expected to be deleterious and
subject to strong purifying selection. These conclusions are based on
the idea of uniform pleiotropy, meaning that each mutation affects
every trait or function a gene is required for; however, this is not
often observed and mutations demonstrate structure in that they
affect only subsets of a gene's functions (Stern, 2000; Wagner and
Zhang, 2011). This observation is explained by the presence of a
number of genetic mechanisms for decreasing the mutational
pleiotropy of a coding sequence change, which include: functional
redundancy between two related proteins or between two motifs/
domains within the same protein, the production of multiple protein
isoforms, and posttranslational protein truncation (Fig. 2; Stern,
2000; Carroll, 2005). These mechanisms can reduce the impact of a
gene mutation, thereby, alleviating the constraints placed on the
evolution of pleiotropic genes by purifying selection. The ﬁnding of
differential pleiotropy provides another mechanism by which to
reduce the severity of a coding sequence mutation (Hittinger et al.,
2005). Since highly conserved HOX motifs are differentially required
throughout development, a coding sequence mutation would affect
only a subset of a pleiotropic HOX protein's functions. Differential
pleiotropy then provides another means by which protein sequence
changes can accumulate over time and potentially contribute to
morphological diversity. Though HOX proteins are the ﬁrst group of
proteins to clearly demonstrate differential pleiotropy, it is possible
that other transcription factors and pleiotropic proteins in general
may be functionally organized in a similar manner. In addition, there
may be cases where differential pleiotropy is observed in the results
but not interpreted along these lines. Indeed, this may be possible for
the yeast HD containing TF Bas2 (Pho2) (Bhoite et al., 2002). The
yeast Bas2 (Pho2) HD containing TF integrates a number of regula-
tory inputs provided by Swi5, Bas1 and Pho4 to regulate HO
expression, genes involved in purine and histidine biosynthesis and
genes involved in phosphate metabolism, respectively. Differential
pleiotropy in multicellular organisms is generally concerned with
phenotypes across different tissues; however, in this situation the
expression of these three sets of genes could be considered indivi-
dual phenotypes. With the initial expectation that there may be three
separable sites for the three inputs (Swi5, Bas1 or Pho4) in Bas2, a
mutational analysis aimed at identifying mutations that speciﬁcally
affects one input did not identify three separate sites. Rather the
summary of the pleiotropic behavior of 18 mutations on four
phenotypes (Fig. 3 in Bhoite et al., 2002) was startling in their
differential pleiotropy and overall similarity to that observed with Scr
mutations (Fig. 1). Interesting even the mutation, I415V, which maps
to the putative activation domain and may have been expected to
behave with uniform pleiotropy, exhibited differential pleiotropy.
The insufﬁciency of protein sequence changes to account for the
morphological diversity is based on the observation that primary
sequences of closely related homologous proteins are on average 99%
similar (King and Wilson, 1975). This raises the question of whether
such little sequence variation can contribute to differences in protein
activity? There are noted mechanisms that could generate functional
diversity through mutations that increase protein sequence variation
such as single nucleotide polymorphisms, expansion or contraction of
simple sequence repeats, and gain or loss of splice sites (reviewed by
Lynch and Wagner (2008)). In addition, SLiMS, which have been
described above, provide another important level of plasticity that can
facilitate the accumulation of changes in protein sequences (reviewed
by Neduva and Russell (2005, 2006) and Lynch and Wagner (2008)).
The malleability of SLiMs leads to fast adaptation, and is especially
beneﬁcial to the survival of organisms with limited genome size. For
example, viruses can overcome the restrictions of a small genome by
convergently evolving different SLiMs that allow them to hijack,
mimic or manipulate host processes (Garamszegi et al., 2013). Given
the diverse roles that SLiMs can have in the cell, the mechanism by
which protein functional diversity is achieved can vary. For example,
one study analyzed numerous phosphorylation sites of Cyclin-
dependent kinase (Cdk1) in yeast and found that 90% of Cdk1
phosphorylation sites were predicted to occur in loops or disordered
regions of substrate proteins, and that the position and number of
Cdk1 phosphorylation sites in disordered regions were not conserved
as well as in protein regions predicted to be structured (Holt et al.,
2009). This demonstrates how loss or gain of SLiMs encoding
phosphorylation sites can facilitate evolution of protein function, likely
by altering protein–protein interactions. The ability of SLiMs to alter
proteins interactions may not be restricted to those of an intermole-
cular nature. It is likely that alterations to intramolecular interactions
have played an important role in the evolution of protein function,
since these types of changes are speculated to be less pleiotropic than
changes to actual binding domains that must fold correctly (Brayer
et al., 2011). For example, the interaction between Homeobox A11
(HoxA11) and Forkhead box 01A (Foxo1a) originated in the mamma-
lian stem lineage and the interaction site was mapped by deletion
analysis to the HoxA11 HD (Brayer et al., 2011). However, the HoxA11
HD did not acquire changes during this period of time that could
account for the appearance of this protein–protein interaction. There-
fore, it is suggested that sequence changes in disordered protein
region(s) outside of the HoxA11 HD altered the ability of Foxo1Aa to
access the conserved binding site in the HD (Brayer et al., 2011).
To return to differential pleiotropy, many HOX protein motifs that
are found to be differentially pleiotropic (e.g. DYTQL, NANGE, SCKY,
PQDL and NEAGS motifs of SCR) are likely to be SLiMs
(Sivanantharajah and Percival-Smith, 2009; Percival-Smith et al.,
2013). As SLiMs, these motifs provide yet another level of plasticity
that may facilitate the accumulation of protein sequence changes. In
light of the ensemble allostery model, two key observations of
differential pleiotropy are explained: additivity of protein motifs
through motif/domain coupling, and context dependence through
the availability of ligands, cofactors and post-translational modiﬁca-
tions to modify an ensemble state. Interestingly, mechanisms that
decrease the pleiotropy of protein sequence changes are also
mechanisms believed to affect the ensemble of states (Fig. 2B;
Motlagh et al., 2014). Alternative splicing, multiple transcriptional
start sites, and protein cleavage all result in an increased number of
protein isoforms in a cell and increase the conformational diversity of
an ensemble. An ensemble may then provide a frame to unify many
different mechanisms that decrease the pleiotropy of a mutation.
Lessening the impact of a mutation(s) on protein function would
alleviate the constraints imposed by purifying selection, allowing
protein sequence(s) and activity to change over time. In addition to
affecting the malleability of a system, an ensemble could provide a
way of ensuring that a system is also robust, since a multitude of
conformations would decrease the likelihood for all components of a
system to fail simultaneously. Together, these mechanisms suggest
that protein sequence changes may have made a greater contribution
to morphological evolution than previously believed.
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Future direction
Few protein families have been studied as extensively and
rigorously as the HOX proteins and this collection of work should
force a reconsideration of how transcription factors are functionally
organized. First, the ﬁnding of differential pleiotropy suggests that
protein units make additive and subtractive contributions to overall
protein activity in a context speciﬁc manner. Second, suppression of
HOX activity and HOX phenotypic suppression in general, suggests
that regulation of protein function is complex and heavily depen-
dent on tissue speciﬁc functions determined by co-factor availabil-
ity and post-translational modiﬁcations (Gonzalez-Reyes et al.,
1990; Percival-Smith et al., 2013). Third, outside of the structured
HD, HOX proteins seem to be extensively disordered. Lastly, SLIMs
can mediate differential pleiotropy. Considered together, this may
suggest that the observed non-speciﬁcity and speciﬁcity of HOX
protein function during development is the result of the protein
motifs and domains constituting an ensemble that mediates exten-
sive allostery. If this view is more inclusive of the functional
organization of TFs in general, then the TF archetype needs to be
revised. The paradigm of the historical archetype, GAL4, in the light
of HOX organization then represents an odd exemplar. If the
number of regulatory inputs processed by GAL4 and the output of
the coordinate regulation of galactose inducible gene expression is
far fewer than other TFs, this could provide one explanation for how
the functional domains of GAL4 came to behave in a modular
fashion on analysis. In contrast, the yeast HD TF, Bas2, integrates a
number of regulatory inputs and displays differential pleiotropy,
indicating a wider diversity of yeast TF organization. Thus, if HOX
protein function is the result of an ensemble of elements that
integrate an extensive array of developmental information, then a
potential result would be differential pleiotropy when one element
is affected by mutation.
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